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SWEDEN-CHINA TRADE COUNCIL (SCTC) - MISSION STATEMENT 
 
 
SCTC represents;  
 
170 members     1,8 Million employees 2,050 Billion SEK in revenue 
 
 
 
SCTC ASPIRES TO ”INDEPENDENT INTELLIGENCE”  
 
SCTC is an independent and non-political association which with high integrity and creativity coordinates 
and supplies to its members such business critical information, knowledge and experience which is aimed at 
facilitating our members’ businesses with and in China.  
 
WE ARE A UNIQUE SWEDISH COMPETENCE CENTRE FOR CHINA RELATED BUSINESS ISSUES 
 
We analyse China and its impact on our members´ business interests; we coordinate commercial and 
strategic know-how between our members so as to promote common commercial interests and facilitate 
business exchange by creating competitive advantage and economy of scale. 
 
 
WE CHAMPION FREE TRADE ON RECIPROCAL AND EQUAL CONDITIONS 
 
SCTC strives to strengthen business exchange between Sweden and China by building cross-border 
business collaboration based on fundamental global liberal values, fostering innovation and long term 
sustainable business solutions.   
 
SCTC IS A BUSINESS NETWORK  
 
A network that builds upon active participation of its members both in the various working groups dealing 
with relevant strategic and operative issues as well as seminars and other functions, all with the implicit 
understanding that united we stand stronger.   
 
A network which is operating under SCTC´s strong brand and recognised long and good standing with 
relevant organisations and ministries in China and its official representation in Sweden, to convey such 
knowledge about our members´ businesses so as to facilitate our members business exchange with China. 
 
WE ARE THE SWEDISH INDUSTRIES´ VOICE  IN CHINA RELATED ISSUES 
 
As a unique competence center we inform, educate and influence authorities and organisations to ensure 
that they have a comprehensive view on China and the risks and opportunities that China offers. We do it 
with the clear aim to thereby ensure that they can subsequently offer our members relevant support and 
understanding in their business exchange with China. One example is SCTC’s active participation in Team 
Sweden China.  
 


